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thanks for your help on this topic. i recently purchased jazzcord for finale 2012, but i am not sure if i should
just keep using finale 2010 until jazzcord 2012 is released. i am using jazzcord for finale 2010, and it works
great with finale 2010. but i am wondering if i should be using jazzcord for finale 2012 instead. thanks. begin
typing chord root notes. if a chord appears and you dont want to add it, click the x in the lower left corner of
the current chord definition dialog box. if you want to add the chord, type the chord root notes and the ok
button will appear, along with the chord name. begin typing chord suffixes, which finale automatically
recognizes as learned chords. the chord names that appear at the top of the ribbon are the learned chords.
click the x in the lower left corner of the current chord definition dialog box to remove or rename a learned
chord. if you are working on a new chord definition dialog box and the chord name displays inside the dialog
box, click inside the box to clear the name. then, begin typing a new name. to add a note to the chord (e.g., v),
double-click the chord name in the ribbon. to remove a note (e., c), double-click the chord name again. after
you create a chord, you can change its type using one of the three button rows that appear at the top of the
chord tool ribbons toolbar. click the button below the row (c, f, or sharp) to change the type of the chord. the
chord appears in the current score with the new chord type. press the same button again to return the type of
the chord to its original value.
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finale 2011c.r1/2010b/2009c; sib 6.2; gpo4, jabb; vdl 2.5; dp6.3work:macbook pro 17 2.6 ghz intel core 2 duo,
4 gb ram, os 10.6.6;work:macpro 2.8 ghz quad-core intel xeon, 4 gb ram, os 10.6;home:macbook pro 15 2.6

ghz intel core 2 duo, 2 gb ram, os 10.6;30 apple cinema display; dell 24-inch tft lcd displaytgtools, jari w tools,
patterson plugins, spark if you are using a version of finale earlier than v26, you can still use the chords tool to
enter chords on-screen directly, and finale will use its chord interpretation conventions to automatically place
chord symbols on beats. however, it is currently recommended that you use the chord definition dialog box to

enter chords. when you use the chord tool to type in chords directly on-screen (or type them in the chord
definition dialog box ), finale follows some simple conventions to interpret what chord symbol was entered. a
chord symbol is made up of one or more of the following parts: root, suffix, and alternate bass. although you

are not required to enter all parts of a chord symbol, finale interprets the chord symbols root, suffix and
alternate bass, in that order. finale automatically allows you to enter chord symbols on every beat, regardless
of whether a note or rest appears on that beat. if beats are subdivided by notes or rests, finale also provides a
cursor for chord symbol entry on each note or rest. if you would like to add a chord symbol between beats, and
there is no note or rest subdividing the beat, you can enter invisible notes or rests in an unused layer in order

to provide an attachment point for the chord. this method is preferable to manually repositioning chord
symbols (so that they are offset from the main beat) if you are using chord playback (chord > enable chord

playback), and want to specify the precise rhythmic subdivision of chord playback. 5ec8ef588b
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